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Introduction

• Healthy physiological control 

systems exhibit complex 

behavior [1]

• Neither random, nor regular

• Hovering somewhere in 

between, at a critical point

• This intrinsic complexity renders 

fractal patterns in physiological 

outputs

• Fractal temporal process: self-

similar patterns across 

multiple time scales

• Detrended fluctuation analysis 

(DFA) [2]

• to quantify temporal 

correlations across multiple 

time scales

• Fractal temporal process 

renders an exponential 

function form

✓ 𝛼 > 0.5: signals with 

positive correlations;

✓ 𝛼 = 0.5: uncorrelated white 

noise.

✓ 𝛼 ~ 1 → the highest 

complexity

✓ Reduced 𝛼 → Reduced 

temporal correlation 

(increased randomness)

• Motor activity becomes more 

random during aging

• Which further speeds up with 

Alzheimer’s progression [3]

Randomness of motor activity and cognitive performance in people living with HIV

• Cross-sectional comparisons 

showed more random motor 

activity in people with 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) at 

larger time scales [4]

• Animal studies revealed a causal 

relationship between the 

randomness in motor activity at 

larger time scales and circadian 

intactness [5]

• Increased randomness in activity 

at smaller time scales predicted

increased Alzheimer’s risk and 

faster cognitive decline in older 

adults [6]

Goal

• In middle (or middle-to-older) 

aged people living with HIV 

(PLWH)

• To investigate the randomness 

of motor activity

• To examine its relationship 

with neurocognitive 

performance

Methods

• UK Biobank

• >0.5 million participants

• >0.1 million with actigraphy

• Ascertain of PLWH [7]

• HIV serostatus

• ICD or self-report

• Data and signal analysis

• Continuous actigraphy lasting 

for ~7 days

• DFA was applied to examine 

the temporal correlations

• The scaling exponent was 

fitted within two regions：

• α1 for time scales ≤ 1.5h

• α2 for time scales ≥ 2h (up 

to 10 hour)

• Numbers of available 

participants

• Cognitive tests

• Reaction time test

• Range:

• 50-2000 ms

• median 527 ms

• For information processing 

speed

• Pairs matching test

• Range:

• 0-146

• median 3

• For visual episodic memory

Results

• PLWH had a reduced α1 but a 

similar α2 compared to controls

• PLWH demonstrated a trend of 

reduction in information 

processing speed, but similar 

visual episodic memory 

compared to controls

• α2 was positively associated with 

information processing speed 

(i.e., negatively associated with 

reaction time) in PLWH but not 

in controls

Discussion

• Middle or middle-to-older aged 

PLWH may have compromised 

executive function

• They also have increased 

randomness in their motor 

activity at smaller time scales

• Increased randomness at larger 

time scales (i.e., circadian 

dysregulation) links to lower 

executive function in PLWH

• Further studies should examine 

whether drivers of aging (e.g., 

inflammation, immune 

activation) and consequent 

multimorbidity in PLWH underlie 

the observed association in 

PLWH
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α1 and α2 represent the scaling exponents in two timescale regions 

(<1.5h and 2-10h)

*: Significant decline over time

†: Significant difference in the rate of decline between NCI and 

MCI

‡: Significant difference in the rate of decline between MCI and 

dementia stages

§: Significant difference in rate of change between the subset with 

AD pathology (path AD) and the remained subset (|| for p<0.1)

• Healthy physiological systems exhibit fractal regulation, generating 
similar fluctuation patterns in their outputs across different time scales 
from seconds to hours [1].

Introduction

• Continuous actigraphy lasting for up to 10 days were recorded in the 
Rush Memory and Aging Project (MAP) [6]; 

• In the same year, subjects underwent magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) scans.

Data and Methods
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Degraded Fractal Activity Regulation Is Associated with Reduced Regional Cortical 
Gray Matter Volumes—Beyond the Brain Correlates of Sleep Fragmentation

Scale-invariant 

(fractal) structure

Scale invariance in activity  
(fractal activity regulation)

• Fractal regulation can be assessed using the detrended fluctuation 
analysis that quantifies the correlations of signals over multiple time 

scales. The correlations are characterized by the scaling exponent !  [1]: 

✓ !  > 0.5: signals with positive correlations; 

✓ !  = 0.5: uncorrelated white noise.

Goal

Activity counts 

• Actical (Phillips Respironic Actical, Bend, OR) 

• Accelerometer sensitivity: < 0.01 g 

• Sampling frequency: 32 Hz 

• Epoch length: 15, 30, 45, 60 sec

• No subjects were demented; 267 has no cognitive impairment; 72 has 
mild cognitive impairment (MCI); and 3 has MCI+; 

• Fractal regulation was assessed by performing the detrended fluctuation 
analysis on time scales from 1 minute to 1.5 hours to quantify the 

temporal correlation ! .

Results
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Participants

• Red and blue lines show two representative subjects (female, age = ~80 
years old).

Degradation of fractal regulation is associated with reduced gray matter 

volumes

Conclusion

Future Plan

• To explore the brain correlates of fractal activity regulation

• Fractal regulation explains as much as 24% ± 5% [SD] of the variations 
in gray matter volumes in 15 regions/subregions.

• Degradation of fractal activity regulation involves structural changes 
across a wide brain regions.

• To examine whether these associations are independent of other motor 
constructs, e.g., physical activity, daily rhythm of activity, etc. 

• To examine whether the structure changes in these brain regions can 
explain the effects of fractal activity regulation degradation on cognitive 
performance, i.e., degradation of fractal regulation is associated with 
faster cognitive decline [5]. 

• To examine whether the degradation of fractal activity regulation is 
associated with brain pathologies, e.g., Alzheimer's disease pathology 
(amyloid, tangles), Lewy-body pathology, vascular pathology etc.

• Disrupting circadian control (e.g., lesioning the central circadian clock) 
breaks down fractal regulation [1-3];

• Cross-sectional studies have shown that fractal regulation is degraded in 
elderly subjects and in humans with dementia [4]; 

• A recent longitudinal study has shown that degradation of fractal 
regulation at time scales <2h predicts elevated risk of Alzheimer’s 
dementia [5].

AD: Alzheimer's 
disease

LD: light dark 

DD: constant 
dark

SCN: 
Suprachiasmatic 
Nucleus 

SCNx: 

SCN lesion

Animal study

Human study

MRI and gray matter volumes 

• T1-weighted, 1.5-Tasla MRI scanner 

• 34 cortical and 10 subcortical regions

• Seven brain regions affected by AD

• Using the same database, we perviously found that lower gray matter 
volumes in the lateral orbitofrontal cortex and inferior frontal gyrus 
pars orbitalis are associated with greater sleep fragmentation [7]. 

• Fractal regulation and sleep fragmentation involve certain common 
brain region in older adults; but the fractal regulation involves more 
brain regions.

SCN: Suprachiasmatic Nucleus (the central circadian clock)

SCNx: SCN lesion

LD: light dark;

DD: constant dark

1.8-fold increase

Covers 9690 
participants

Covers 386094 
participants

Covers 437506 
participants

This research has been conducted using the UK 

Biobank Resource under Application Number 

33883.

102966

96683
48 missing exposure or 

outcome variables

96635
52 were diagnosed with 

dementia

4 
Evidence 1

97
Evidence 2

100 PLWH

6283 failed to pass 
actigraphy QC
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Matched on age, sex, 
ethnicity, social-
economic status

Propensity score matching

1:5
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*: p = 0.05

p = 0.07

p for interaction = 0.04

p in PLWH: 0.03


